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We discuss a number of long-standing theoretical questions about collapse to black holes in the
Brans-Dicke theory of gravitation. Using a new numerical code we show that Oppenheimer-Snyder
collapse in this theory produces black holes that are identical to those of general relativity in final
equilibrium, but are quite difFerent from those of general relativity during dynamical evolution. We
find that there are epochs during which the apparent horizon of such a black hole passes outside the
event horizon, and that the surface area of the event horizon decreases with time. This behavior
0 for all null vectors / . We
is possible because theorems which prove otherwise assume B gl l
show that dynamical spacetimes in Brans-Dicke theory can violate this inequality, even in vacuum,
for any value of ~.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Scalar-tensor theories of gravity dier from general relativity (GR) because they describe gravitation using not
only a spacetime metric, but also a scalar field that couples to both matter and the spacetime geometry. These
theories have recently regained popularity, in part because they arise naturally as the low-energy limit of many
theories of quantum gravity, such as Kaluza-Klein theories [1] and supersymmetric
string theories [2]. Scalartensor gravitation is also important for "extended" cosmological inflation models [3], in which the scalar field
provides a natural termination of the inflationary era via
bubble nucleation without the need for finely tuned cosmological parameters. In addition, inflation-induced oscillation of a massive gravitational scalar Geld has been
considered as a candidate for the "missing mass" required
to close the Universe [4].
Scalar-tensor theories contain adjustable parameters
that describe the coupling between the scalar field, matter, and the spacetime metric. For certain values of these
parameters, post-Newtonian expansions of scalar-tensor
theories agree with GR. For this reason, solar system observations and experiments cannot rule out scalar-tensor
gravitation in favor of GR, but can only place limits on
scalar-tensor coupling parameters. Currently, solar system experiments require [5]

on the scalar field, the expansion of the Universe during
the matter-dominated era naturally drives & toward zero
[6]. In other words, many scalar-tensor theories that differ significantly from GR in the early Universe become
from GR in the present epoch.
nearly indistinguishable
Hence, the experimental evidence that supports GR need
not be viewed as an argument against scalar-tensor grav-

itation.
Because scalar-tensor

gravitation can agree with GR
in the post-Newtonian
limit, it is important to study
strong-Geld examples in which the two theories may give
diBerent predictions. These examples may not only provide further experimental and observational tests that
might distinguish between GR and scalar-tensor gravitation, but they may also illuminate the structure of both

theories.

q is the ratio of the coupling between matter and
the scalar field to the coupling between matter and the
metric. Such a small value of q seems to suggest that a
gravitational scalar field does not exist. However, for a
large class of scalar-tensor theories in which q depends

One such strong-field example is the generation of
gravitational waves. Because scalar-tensor theories involve a scalar field, they allow spherical sources such as
supernovas to emit monopole radiation and binary systems to emit dipole radiation [7]. In contrast, GR only
allows modes with quadrupole and higher angular deThe extra polarization states admitted by
pendence.
scalar-tensor gravitation would not only result in different gravitational wave forms than in GR, but would
also increase the total energy radiated by a given source
over the amount predicted by GR. Indeed, it has been
suggested [8] that gravitational wave detectors such as
the Laser Interferometric Gravitational Wave Observatory may be capable of distinguishing between GR and
scalar-tensor gravitation, or of setting more stringent limits on scalar-tensor parameters.
Another strong-field example in which a scalar field
may be important is the formation of black holes and
singularities during gravitational collapse. Scalar-tensor
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gravitation admits a larger number of solutions than GR
because it involves more degrees of freedom. Even in
spherically symmetric vacuum situations, a variety of
both static and dynamical solutions are possible because
BirkhofI's theorem does not hold. Some of these solutions
have undesirable properties such as naked singularities.
Rather than simply ignoring these solutions on physical grounds, we should attempt to determine whether or
not they can be produced by physical, nonsingular initial data. If pathological solutions could be produced
by gravitational collapse of an initially nonsingular matter distribution, this would reveal a fundamental fIaw
in the predictive power of scalar-tensor gravitation. In
GR, it is believed (but has not been proven; see, e.g. ,
Ref. [9]) that all physical singularities are hidden inside
event horizons (the "cosmic censorship conjecture" [10]),
so that the spacetime geometry outside these horizons is
nonsingular and predictable.
Studying whether cosmic
censorship holds in scalar-tensor theories may clarify the
issue in GR.
We concentrate on Brans-Dicke (BD) theory [11], the
BD contains a
simplest of the scalar-tensor theories.
massless scalar field P and a single dimensionless constant
of the coupling between P
cu that describes the strength
and the matter. The post-Newtonian expansions of BD
and GR agree in the limit ~tu~ -+ oo. BD is consistent
with solar system observations and experiments [5] for
this relation permits both positive
~tu~ & 500. Although
0
and negative values of u, it is usually assumed that w
because positive values of w result in a positive contribution of matter to the scalar field and a positive value
of the scalar field's stress-energy. Accordingly, for the
majority of this paper we restrict ourselves to nonnegative values of ~. However, for completeness we consider
scenarios with negative u in Sec. V B.
We have developed a numerical code for Brans-Dicke
theory that solves the coupled dynamical equations for
the metric and scalar field for a spherically symmetric
matter source consisting of collisionless particles. We use
a traditional singularity-avoiding
(SA) technique to solve
the equations at early times in the simulation, and we employ an apparent horizon boundary condition (AHBC)
method after the formation of a black hole. The latter
method allows us to follow the evolution of the spacetime arbitrarily far into the future without encountering
either coordinate pathologies or spacetime singularities.
Our numerical method is described in detail in Ref. [12],
henceforth referred to as paper I. Here we use our code to
address several long-standing questions concerning spherical collapse in Brans-Dicke theory.
Spherical BD collapse allows one to explore 'two strongfield phenomena in a simple setting: the generation of
(monopole) gravitational radiation, and the formation of
black holes and singularities. It is therefore not surprising that this problem has received much attention in the
literature [13—16]. However, because detailed studies of
nonlinear time-dependent collapse were impeded by lack
of numerical techniques, most treatments involve perturbation analyses or discussions of the Anal state of the collapsed object, as discussed in Sec. III. Only very recently
[8] has there been any calculation of the time-dependent
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gravitational wave form produced by BD collapse. The
dynamical behavior of the black hole produced by such
an event has never been studied in detail.
We show numerically that for u & 0, OppenheimerSnyder collapse in BD ends in a black hole rather than
a naked singularity, in agreement with the results of Shibata, Nakao, and Nakamura [8]. We calculate accurate
gravitational wave forms produced by the collapse, and
evaluate the mass lost to gravitational radiation. At late
times, we find that the exterior region of the resulting
black hole is described by the Schwarzschild metric with
a constant scalar field. This is expected, since a theorem of Hawking [16] states that stationary black holes in
BD are identical to those in GR. However, we find that
during the dynamical epoch in which it radiates mass, a
BD black hole behaves quite difI'erently from a black hole
in general relativity. We find an epoch during which the
event horizon of a dynamical BD black hole passes inside
the apparent horizon, and the surface area of the event
horizon decreases in time. This happens for all u, and is
possible because the spacetime does not satisfy the null
energy condition

B bl

(1.2)

l & 0 for all null vectors l

where A b is the Ricci tensor.
we also consider OppenheirnerFor completeness,
Snyder collapse for some negative values of ~. As in
the case of positive cu, we find that the collapse ends in a
black hole rather than a naked singularity, and that this
black hole settles down to the Schwarzschild solution at
late times. During dynamical epochs, a black hole with
u
0 violates the null energy condition for most of its
evolution, and possesses an event horizon that decreases
in area and lies inside the apparent horizon.

(

II. PROPERTIES OF BRANS-DICKE THEORY
In Brans-Dicke theory, gravitation is described by a
metric g b and a scalar field P. The scalar field obeys
a wave equation with a source term determined by the
matter distribution.
As in GR, test particles move on
geodesics of the metric; they feel no additional force from
the scalar field. However, unlike GR, the equations determining the metric are not Einstein's equations
they
contain second derivatives of P.

A. Basic equations
The action for Brans-Dicke gravitation

is [11]

(2. 1)
where the Lagrangian

density is

(2.2)
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The coupling constant u is dimensionless, and the scalar
field P has dimensions of
where G is Newton's gravitational constant. The Lagrangian density 8 for matter
and nongravitational Belds depends on the metric g but
not on P. The Ricci tensor H b is obtained from the metric in the usual way.
We choose our units such that c = P = 1, where P
is the value of P far from all sources. Because we must
have [11]

G,

3+ 2(d
4+ 2&

This can be thought of as a position-dependent rescaling
of the units of length, time, and reciprocal mass. The
quantity Go is an arbitrary constant with dimensions of
G. Note that Go merely represents a choice of mass units,
and is not equal to the value of the gravitational constant
measured, for example, by a Cavendish experiment. As
in the Brans-Dicke representation, the locally measured
gravitational constant depends on P, and therefore can
vary in space and time.
The field equations resulting from Eqs. (2.7) are

(2.3)

(in/) =

in order for Brans-Dicke theory to reproduce the measured value of the gravitational constant in the Newtonian limit, our choice of units implies

4+ 2ld
3+ 2ld

1.

G~b

8~T

and P

(2.5)

3+ 2Q)

x (V' QV bp

—2g bV pV p)
(V QVbp—

= 87rT b+
+V' Vbg

—g

(2.6)

b

Here V denotes covariant differentiation with respect to
the metric,
is the covariant Laplacian V
and G b
is the usual Einstein tensor. The term involving u on the
right-hand side of Eq. (2.6) is the stress-energy of the
scalar Beld. The last two terms in this equation ensure
= 0
that both the contracted Bianchi identity V'bG
and the energy-momentum
conservation law VbT
0 remain satisBed even though Einstein's equations are
not. These terms make Brans-Dicke theory different from
general relativity with a Klein-Gordon scalar field for a
source.

Einstein representation

Equations (2.5) and (2.6) are written in a representation in which test particles have constant rest masses
and move on geodesics, but the field equations differ from
Einstein s equations. This is known as the canonical or
Brans-Dicke representation.
One can also work in the
Einstein representation [17], a conformal frame in which
the field equations (2.6) become Einstein's equations but
test particles have rest masses proportional to P
One transforms to the Einstein representation by leaving the coordinates invariant and transforming the metric
and stress-energy tensor according to
g

T~b

b

=4Gpg b,

=P

Gp

T~b

.

(2.9)

—
= my-'~'G

"'

(2.1O)

where m =const is the particle's rest mass in the BransDicke representation. The trajectory of such a particle is
given by [17]

—(mu

V,

B. The

—2 g b V pV p),

where G b, V', and
are the Einstein tensor, covariant
derivative, and wave operator obtained from the unphysical metric g b. We have set t" = 1.
The rest mass m of a test particle in the Einstein representation is

m

G bp

(2.8)

—8' GDT~b + 3+ 2M
16mGp

(2 4)

Variation of the action (2.1) with respect to g
yields the Beld equations

8vrT

3+ 241

)

—-mgb, uu +m

=0,

(2.11)

w is the proper time of the particle as measured in
the Einstein representation, and commas represent partial derivatives. This expression differs from the geodesic
equation because of the third term, which represents an
external force due to the scalar field.
Equations (2.9) contain no second derivatives of P;
they are simply Einstein s equations with a Klein-Gordon
scalar Beld source. Because of this, the Einstein representation is useful in extending results from GR over to BD,
particularly in vacuum. However, it is awkward for discussing physical situations because gravitational effects
on matter are not produced solely by the metric: rest
masses of particles depend on the scalar field. For example, Dicke [17] points out that the gravitational redshift of
spectral lines is described in this representation as a combination of both a metric effect and a P-induced change
of atomic and molecular energy levels.
The Brans-Dicke representation
is more useful for
physical interpretations because the rest masses of particle are constant and matter obeys the conservation law
V' T
= 0. This makes is much easier to incorporate
nongravitational
physics into the theory. Unless otherwise stated, we will work in the Brans-Dicke representation.

where

(2.7a)

C. Equivalence principle

(2.7b)

The weak equivalence principle states that the trajectory of an uncharged test particle with negligible self-
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gravity is independent of all properties of the particle itself. BD satisfies the weak equivalence principle because
it is a metric theory: world lines of &eely falling test particle are determined by the metric alone. However, BD
does not satisfy the strong equivalence principle, which
requires that the weak equivalence principle be satisfied
even for bodies with large gravitational self-energy.
As an extreme case of equivalence principle violation, consider a small matter particle and a small
Schwarzschild black hole moving through a background
spacetime. In this case, the analysis is clarified by usAs discussed earlier, a
ing the Einstein representation.
small matter particle does not move on a geodesic in
this representation because its rest mass varies with the
scalar field. A Schwarzschild black hole, on the other
hand, is purely a metric phenomenon and contains no
matter. Because the metric in this representation obeys
Einstein's equations, the black hole moves on a geodesic,
as in general relativity [16]. Thus, in Brans-Dicke theory, a small Schwarzschild black hole and a small matter
particle move on difFerent trajectories.
Similarly, the trajectory of a massive particle in BransDicke theory depends on the ratio of its gravitational
binding energy to its total energy (the Nordtvedt effect
[18]). Even in the Newtonian approximation of BD, massive bodies possess an additional non-Newtonian 1/r acceleration towards an external mass [18]. In other words,
a massive object in Brans-Dicke theory has a passive
gravitational mass greater than its inertial mass.

. . . II.

gp,

= —~+ 2M~
—0,

(2. 14b)

~V

=1+ ~V

(2.14c)

goo

gpp

——1 + 2M' + 2M'

(2.12a)

go'

=0

(2.12b)

g;,

=1+8;,
= 1+

~ 2MT

2Ms

~

2M'

l

(2.12c)
(2. 12d)

The quantities Mp and Mz- are constants, and are known
as the scalar and tensor masses [19). From Eq. (2. 12a),
the Keplerian mass (active gravitational mass) measured
by a test particle is

:

M—Mz +My.

(2.13)

The scalar mass Mg is so named because it describes the
1/r dependence of the scalar field. The tensor mass Mz is
the Keplerian mass (active gravitational mass) measured
by a test Schwarzschild black hole in the asymptotic region of the spacetime. This is easily seen by transforming Eqs. (2.12) into the Einstein representation, in which
Schwarzschild black holes move on geodesics: using the
transformation (2.7) and retaining only first-order terms,
we obtain

(2.14a)

I

Ms

=1+

(2. 14d)

Equation (2.14a) shows that Keplerian orbits in the Einstein frame indeed measure a mass M~.
The appearance of two &ee parameters, M~ and Mg,
in the asymptotic solution (2.12) is related to the violation of the equivalence principle. In general, the ratio of
Mp to M~ depends on the gravitational binding energy
of the source. For example, the asymptotic metric of a
Schwarzschild black hole of Keplerian mass M is given
by Eqs. (2. 12) with

M~
Mg

—M,
—0,

(2.15a)
(2.15b)

but the external solution for a stationary, weakly gravitating spherical body of rest mass m is given by Eqs.
(2.12) with [ll]
Mz

—m,

Ms=m

D. Masses
The general asymptotically flat, static solution to the
Brans-Dicke equations in spherical symmetry can be
written (see Secs. IID and IIE of paper I)
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(2. 16a)
1

(2.16b)

3+ 2'
4+ 2u
3+ 2'

(2.16c)

Note that the solution (2. 16) assumes that the gravitational field is weak even inside the source, so it is valid
for an object like the Sun but not for a neutron star. In
addition, although Eq. (2.16c) indicates that the Keplerian mass of a weak source is diferent from its rest mass,
it is important to note that Kepler's law for the metric
(2.12) reads (restoring units using P )

n'~' = (M~+ M, )y

'= My-

(2.17)

where 0 is the orbital frequency. Substituting Eq. (2.16c)
and Eq. (2.3), we see that for a weak source we recover
the Newtonian result 0 r = mG. For strong sources
such as neutron stars, the quantity measured by Kepler's
but this quantity is not simply related
law is still
to the rest mass of the source because there is significant
internal energy and gravitational binding energy.
The quantity most similar to the usual concept of mass
is not the Kepler mass M = Mz- + Mg, but the tensor mass M~. Indeed, with the natural choice of units
1, it is Mz and not M that corresponds to the
rest mass of a weakly gravitating body [Eq. (2. 16)]. Like
the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner
(ADM) mass in GR, the tensor mass is positive definite, decreases monotonically by
emission of gravitational radiation, and is well-defined
even for dynamical spacetimes [19]. The scalar mass Mg
and the Kepler mass M have none of these properties.
Conservation laws for tensor and scalar masses are obtained &om the relation [19]

MP,
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'(U""+ T"") =

[P"( —g)(g" g

V

qP

—g" g" )] p,
(2.1s)

which implies

of r.

.

(U" +T"")], = o

(2.19)

because of antisymmetry of the indices o, and v on the
right-hand side of Eq. (2. 18). Here T" is the stressenergy tensor, n is an arbitrary integer, and U"" is a
pseudotensor that involves first derivatives of the metric
and first and second derivatives of the scalar field. The
pseudotensor U" is difFerent for each value of n. Explicit
expressions for U"" are given in Ref. [19]. One recovers
the GR limit by setting the scalar Geld equal to a constant. In this case, Eq. (2.18) becomes independent of
n, and U"" reduces to the Landau-Lifshitz pseudotensor
[20] multiplied by the factor P/16ir.
From Eq. (2.18) one can obtain a conserved "mass" for
any value of n. Let

JH(r; n)

=

1

g)P" (g
[(—

the asymptotic metric (I.2. 53) —(I.2.56), where the prefix
I refers to an equation in paper I. For n g 2, this function
depends on both r and n, and does not approach a limit
as r -+ oo. In contrast, the tensor mass (2.23) in this
case is unique since M(r; 2) = MT =const, independent

g" —g *g")],d'2;,
(2.2o)

where Z,. is the two-dimensional area element on a sphere
of radius r in the asymptotic rest frame of the source, and
i, refer to components in Cartesian coordinates. Then
define

Despite the impossibility of defining a dynamical scalar
mass, the net change in scalar mass LM~ from a system that is initially stationary, emits gravitational radiation, and settles down into a final equilibrium state, is a
uziique, well-defined quantity [19]. For sufficiently large
r and any n g 2,

AMs

We will therefore
function"

(2.22)

Eqs. (2. 12) into Eq. (2.20). Following Lee
[19], we therefore define the tensor mass of an arbitrary
fiat spacetime by

= M(2),

(2.23)

which reduces to M~ in the stationary case.
Similarly, we can identify the scalar mass with the
quantity

Ms(

:

)—

2

[M(2) —M(n)], n g

scalar mass

(2.27)

AMT &

(3+ 2~) (KMs)

(2.2s)

vacuum solution

Brans [21] has constructed the exact static vacuum solution to Eqs. (2.6) and (2.5) in spherical symmetry. This
solution can take one of four possible forms, depending
on the values of arbitrary constants appearing in the solution. The Brans type I solution is the only form that
is permitted for all values of ~; the other three forms are
—3/2. We write the Brans type I
only allowed for a
solution using an isotropic spatial coordinate:

(

(2.24)
(2.3o)

M(r; n) = MT +

f

(2.26)

(2.29)

2,

because Ms(n) = Ms for a stationary spacetime. However, this quantity is not unique or even well defined for
a time-dependent spacetime: for n g 2, M(r;n) will in
general depend on both r and n, and lim„~~ M(r; n)
will not exist. This is easily seen for the example of a
dynamical spherically symmetric spacetime, in which
4

[f (t —r) + r f (t —r)]

f

where
F

Pp

P+ Pp

(2.31)

and ro, Q, and y are arbitrary constants subject to the
constraint

(2.32)

(2.25)

r. Here is an arbitrary function of (t —r) and
is its derivative. Equation (2.25) can be derived using

for large

.

not unique physical meaning except in time-independent
situations; only changes in Ms(r) from one stationary
state to another are physically measurable.
Lee [19] has shown that if the scalar mass of a spherical
system changes by an amount AMs in a time r (measured at infinity), the system must also lose an amount
of tensor mass given by

E. Spherically symmetric

by inserting

JMT

:

use the "instantaneous

i

(2.21)

M(n) = MT —2(2 —n)Ms

asymptotically

—Ms(r;n);;t;

to track the change in scalar mass during dynamical
epochs. However, keep in mind that this quantity has

For stationary spacetimes, one can show that

(possibly dynamical)

i

Ms (r)—M s (r; 0)

j

M(n) = lim M(r;n) .

= ~s(r;n)r,

The quantity rp is a mass parameter:
scalar and tensor masses by

it is related to the
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Ms
MT

= —ro

= rp(2Q —y)

.

(2.34)

Our parameters y and Q correspond to C/A and (1 +
C)/A in Brans' notation. We have eliminated a constant
conformal factor and the arbitrary constant associated
with the choice of time coordinate by requiring the metric
(2.29) to be asymptotically Minkowskian. For g = 0 and
Q = 1, this solution reduces to the Schwarzschild solution
with P =const for any value of ur.
Campanelli and Lousto [22] have examined this metric
and have found that
using a difFerent parameterization,
it is asymptotically flat for all Q and y, and that the
surface r = rp acts as an event horizon when 2Q —y
1.
= B "B g g is finite
In addition, the scalar invariant
at r = rp whenever Q = 1, y = 0 (the Schwarzschild so2. In the latter case, u -+ —oo
lution), or whenever Q
as y
0, so this metric agrees with the Schwarzschild
solution in the post-Newtonian limit. This solution is
not merely a relabeling of the Schwarzschild metric because some components of the Ricci tensor are nonzero
[22], even in the limit y —+ 0. In addition, although this
solution passes a nonsingular event horizon (I is flnite),
it is peculiar because the area of this horizon is infinite
(gee diverges).

)

I

)

~

F. Limiting

cases

It is often stated that Brans-Dicke theory reduces to
general relativity in the limit ~~~ -+ oo. This is not entirely correct. It is certainly true that any solution of
Einstein s equations is also a solution of the Brans-Dicke
field equations (2.6) with P strictly constant, and that
=const is a solution of the wave equation (2.5) for
= oo. However, this by no means implies that all
Brans-Dicke solutions satisfy Einstein s equations in the
limit ]~[
oo or in the limit P ~const.
For example, although the Brans type I metric (2.29)
reduces to the Schwarzschild solution for y = 0 and Q =
1, Matsuda [14] points out that if one assumes a finite w
and takes the limit y -+ 0, Q -+ 1, the areal radius

~

]

+

0

(&

)

(2.35)

tends to zero for r = ro, but approaches 2ro for r = ro+ e
for any ~ & 0. This result is the truncated Schwarzschild
metric [23], which contains a singular event horizon.
0 with Q g 1 results
In addition, taking the limit y
oo and P -+const, but produces a metric that
in ~w~
is difFerent from the Schwarzschild solution, even though
the Beld equations (2.6) with a constant scalar field reduce to Einstein's equations. This is because in these
solutions derivatives of P vanish like w ~ rather than
as ~tu~ —+ oo, and therefore the second term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (2.6) approaches a finite value.
Although it is not mathematically rigorous to say that
Brans-Dicke theory reduces to general relativity in the
limit ~u~ -+ oo, such a statement may be correct for phys-

~

~

II.
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ical situations. The reason is that ~w~ -+ oo solutions
other than those of GR tend to have unphysical properties. For example, many solutions of Eq. (2.29) in the
limit y
0 possess naked singularities. However, rather
than simply discarding these unphysical solutions, it is
important to determine whether they can be produced
by nonsingular initial d.ata.
There is an additional reason why solutions with ~w~ -+
oo difFerent from those of GR may not be physically relevant. In the presence of matter, regularity conditions
require a static spherically symmetric spacetime to obey

~

Svr

asap

Tor,
3 + 2'

(2.36)

near the origin [24). Here r, is the areal radius, Pp is
the central value of P, and Tp is the central value of the
trace of T g. This boundary condition requires P „
as ]su~ —+ oo. Since the above non-Schwarszchild
-+ oo solutions require P „. ~ ~ as ~~~ -+ oo,
these solutions cannot serve as an exterior metric for a
nonsingular spherical material body. This suggests that
oo should
the collapse of such a body in the limit ~w~
result in a Schwarzschild black hole.

~

III. GRAVITATIONAL COLLAPSE
The subject of gravitational collapse in Brans-Dicke
theory has been discussed extensively in the literature.
Because there exist Brans-Dicke solutions difFerent from
those of GR, it had been conjectured [13] that a collapsing body reaches a difFerent final state in the two theories. However, Penrose [25] suggested that the opposite
is true: the end result of collapse in BD, as in GR, is
either a Schwarzschild or Kerr black hole.

A. Large

w

theory [15]

Evidence for Penrose's conjecture was supplied by
Thorne and Dykla [15], whose investigated the question
using an approximate version of BD for large values of w.
In this formalism, one expands the metric, scalar field,
and stress-energy tensor in powers of 1/w, and drops
higher-order terms in the field equations. The zeroth order terms yield Einstein's equations and a constant scalar
field, so that the background metric is given by general
relativity. The first order terms govern the evolution of
Brans-Dicke perturbations about this general relativistic
background.
Because the background metric is determined by general relativity, the only vacuum black hole solution with
a nonsingular event horizon is the Kerr metric, with the
Schwarzschild metric as a special case. For a Kerr background with ~a[
M, theorems of Carter [26] and of
Fackerell and Ipser [27] require that the scalar fleld must
be constant and the metric perturbation must vanish everywhere if all physical quantities are to remain regular on the Kerr horizon and at infinity. Thus, the only
black hole vacuum solution to the large u theory with-

(
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out a naked singularity is the Kerr metric with a constant
scalar field.
Furthermore, one can apply results of Price [28] to
show that in the large ~ theory, spherically symmetric collapse results in a Schwarszchild black hole. Any
scalar field perturbation present in the initial data radiates away until P =const.
Thus, black holes without naked singularities in the
large u theory are identical to those in general relativity,
and these black holes, at least in the nonrotating case,
are produced by gravitational collapse of matter. This
suggests that the same may be true for Brans-Dicke theory.
However, there are a few points that are not addressed
by this analysis. Although the large u theory is intended
as an approximation to Brans-Dicke theory for experimentally acceptable values of u, the background metric
must be a solution of Einstein's equations, and not one of
the other ~u~ -+ oo solutions, discussed in Sec. Il C, that
are permitted by the Brans-Dicke equations. By expanding in 1/~, one automatically excludes those solutions
in which scalar field derivatives behave like w / . It
is therefore not surprising that gravitational collapse in
large cu theory produces black holes identical to those in
general relativity, since the background metric excludes
many other possibilities from the start. Furthermore,
by assuming regularity at the event horizon of the final
black hole, this analysis sidesteps the question of whether
a naked singularity can result from collapse of a nonsingular object.

B. Hawking's

l

& 0 for all null l

object.
Recently, Shibata, Nakao, and Nakamura [8] have simulated the spherical collapse of a pressureless Quid in
Brans-Dicke theory for w & 5, and have calculated gravitational wave forms and spectra that result &om such
a collapse. They have found that an apparent horizon
forms, and that the scalar Beld approaches a constant
value afterwards, in agreement with Hawking's theorem.

IV. NUMEB. ICAL METHOD
We use a spherically symmetric mean-field particle
simulation scheme to solve the Brans-Dicke equations
for collisionless matter. We adopt the spatially isotropic
metric

= —(a. —A P
+A (dr

(3.1)

then a stationary black hole must be either static or axisymmetric, and must have spherical topology. From this,
Hawking proved that in such a solution the scalar field
must be strictly constant. This implies that the black
hole is a solution of Einstein's equations, and that the
scalar mass Ms is zera. Therefore, as long as Eq. (3.1)
is satisfied, any object that collapses to a black hole in
Brans-Dicke theory must radiate away all of its scalar
mass before it settles into Bnal equilibrium, and this equilibrium state will be either a Kerr or Schwarzschild spacetime. One can show from Eq. (2.9) that Eq. (3.1) will be
—3/2 and as lang as the matter
satisfied as lang as w
satisfies T gl l & 0.
Note that Hawking's theorem assumes the existence of
a black hole with a regular event horizon; it does not address the question of whether Brans-Dicke collapse proceeds instead to a naked singularity. Although this possibility is unphysical, it is interesting to consider whether
it is automatically excluded by the theory.

)

Before the modern development of numerical relativity,
Matsuda and Nariai [29] numerically evolved adiabatic
spherical BD collapse of an ideal gas. They found that for
u = 10, the early features of the collapse are not too different from the GR result. However, since they used for
their evolution a generalization of the Misner-Sharp [30]
equations, which become singular at an apparent horizon,
they could not determine the end result of the collapse.
In addition, because they used a Lagrangian hydrodynamics scheme covering only the matter, they were not
able to treat propagation of monopole gravitationa1 radiation into the vacuum region surrounding the collapsing

ds

theorem

By working in the Einstein representation, Hawking
[16] extended some of his theorems for general relativistic black holes to Brans-Dicke theory. In particular, if
the Einstein-representation
Ricci tensor satisfies the null
energy condition

B gl

C. Numerical simulations

+r

)dt
dO

+ 2A

Pdrdt

),

P are functions of t and r, and
the maximal time slicing condition

vrhere A, a. , and

K

=0,

(4.1)
vre

use

(4.2)

where K g is the extrinsic curvature tensor. All calculations are done in the physical Brans-Dicke representation of the theory, rather than in the Einstein conformal
frame.
We calculate matter source terms by binning a Bnite
number of particles into zones on a numerical grid. The
source terms are then used to solve the field equations for
the metric and P by finite difFerencing. At each time step,
particles are moved according to the geodesic equations.
The maximal slicing condition prevents our code from
encountering the spacetime singularity that forms at the
origin after collapse to a black hole.
After an apparent horizon (AH) forms, vre svritch to
an apparent horizon boundary condition (AHBC) scheme
that is capable of integrating arbitrarily far into the future. By locking the AH to a fixed radial coordinate,
we solve for the numerical variables in the region outside
the AH, and discard the interior region. This is possible
because the interior cannot causally inhuence the exterior. In the case of uniform or nearly uniform collapse,
we can wait until all particles have fallen into the black
hole before using the AHBC method; in this way, we do
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not need to include particles in our AHBC code.
Details of our numerical code are presented in paper

I
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V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Oppenbeimer-Snyder

collapse for

~

)0

eg

0

—4

colIn this section we examine Oppenheimer-Snyder
lapse in Brans-Dicke theory for nonnegative values of

stationary

uniform

particle distribution

of tensor mass

lapse to a fi na l s t a t e.. A black hole is formed in each case.
Initially the spacetime is evolved using our SA metho
'
describe
b d in paper I After the formation of an apparent
horizon, which occurs at about t
45M~(0), we switc
to our AHBC method. By this time, all matter has already fallen into the black hole.
Gr aeitational

The most obvious qualitative

difference between

BD

scalar field, it allows gravitational radiation even in
spherical symmetry. The general spherically symmetric
1
f the BD equations in the asymptotic region ar
from the source can be written [cf. Eqs. (I.2..553 ) —(I..2..56 )]
gpo

gp,

—
= —&+ 2MT + f (t r)
—0,
f(t —r) I

(5.1a)
(5.1b)

(5.1c)

(O)

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 except we p lot the q uantity
show the behavior of the
e
logiol f'(t —r)~ in or d er t o better
wave orms as ~ W oo. For large u, the wave amplitude is

~

to

proportional

1/(3+ 2u).

0

— j' f r penheimer-Snyder collapse, calculated by
oe
ac
reading oft' the value of rBQ/Bt far from the
OM (0~~. Here a prime denotes a derivative with
—r ep
respect to the argument. The quantity
only on ~ and on the ratio Mz (0)/B, . For large ~, we
find that the gravitational wave amplitude is proportiona
o 1/(3 + 2w), in agreement with the resu ts of Shibata,
oo no radiaNakao, and Nakamura [8]. In the limit u
tion is emitted, as in general relativity.
As the collapsing object emits monopole gravitational
radiation, the tensor mass, scalar mass, an active ravitational mass decrease in time. ig ure 3 shows the scalar
me normalized to the initia tenmass as a iunc t ion of t ime,
sor mass The resulting black hole radiates away all its

j'(

radiation

100

50

(t-r)/M,

f

~

~

~

~

(5.1d)
is an arbitrary function of t —r . For static
situations, J is th e sccalar mass Mp of the system. In
Figs 1 and 2 we plot the gravitational wave amplitude
w here
ere

f

j

I

I

CO

~

—0.4—

—0. 01

100

0

50

(t —~)/M, (O)

100

, ~t-

FIG. 1. Gravitational wave form ~+'', t —r ~ for Oppenheimer-Snyder
collapse as seen b y an observer far from
the source, shown for five valueses of ~. For each case,
Mr(O)/A.

200

t. /M~(0)

—0. 03

= O. 1.

FIG. 3. Scalar mass function Ms(r) versus time for Opelmer- ny
collapse, calculated at
pen heimer-Snyder
quantity
Eq. (I.2.64.b) and shown for five valuess of u. Thee qu
Ms(r( jf is' we ll' d e fi ne d and unique only for stationary systems,
so only t h e sni't ia I an d final values of Ms(r) are p ysica y
h sca ar
meaning fu,l, an d a re equal to the scalar mass Mz.. The
mass is zero in the final state.
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Nakao, and Nakamura [8]. This is equivalent to the statement that the scalar field approaches a constant value as
oo. For the five values of ~ shown, the net loss in
t
scalar mass is AMs/Mz (0) = 0.31, 0.19, 0.094, 0.0094,
and 0.00094, in order of increasing u. We see that for
large w, the total radiated scalar mass is proportional to

1.2—

~

Figure 4 shows the tensor mass of the system as a
function of time, calculated from Eq. (I.2.64a). Unlike
the scalar mass Mg and the active gravitational mass M,
the tensor mass MT is a meaningful quantity even during
dynamical epochs, and can be interpreted as the energy
contained in the system. The tensor mass should decrease monotonically as the system loses energy to gravitational radiation. The reason this is not true in our
simulations is because of higher-order terms that are not
included in Eq. (I.2.64a). These terms introduce O(1/r)
corrections to the tensor mass that would not be present
if we evaluated Eq. (I.2.64a) at a much larger radius.
These terms are not present in the final state of collapse
see Eq. .
and are more apparent in Fi . 4 th
ecause the change in tensor mass is much smaller
ig.
than the change in scalar mass.
By extrapolating the measured value of JUT (r) at several different radii to r = oo during the initial and final
stationary states, we can determine the true change in
tensor mass for the collapse to reasonable accuracy. This
process, which is described in more detail in paper I,
yields AMT /MT (0) = 0.012, 0.006, 0.003, 0.0003, and
0.00004 for the five values of ~ show in Fig. 4. For large
u, our results indicate that the total radiated tensor mass
is proportional to 1/(3 + 2w). For w
30MT (0), which
from thee figures
fi
is a reasonable lower limit on the collapse time scale, the quantity (3+ 2w)(AM&) /(rAM&)
is equal to 0.8 for 3+2m = 3, and. is very close to 1 for the
other values of u. We see therefore that
a Lee'
ee s inequality
].
'
(2. 28)~ is satisfied.
The active gravitational mass M, normalized to the
initial tensor mass MT (0), is shown in Fig. 5. Although
t e tensor mass loss, i.e. , the total energy of the emitted
gravitational radiation, is small, the change in M can be

~,

51

0.8—

—0.4

—,
100

200

t, /M,

(o)

mass M~r~ = M s r +
Oppenheimer-Snyder
collapse, measured at
r = 80M'(0) and shown for five values of &u. The quantity M
is well defined and unique only for stationary systems, so only
the initial and Gnal values of M are physically meaningful.

FIG. 5. Active gravitational

vs

time

for

much larger because of the large change in scalar mass.
Although M should not be interpreted as the energy of
the system, it is the quantity measured by test particles
in Keplerian orbits in the asymptotic region.

2. Properties of Brans-DicIce black holes
According to Hawking's theorem [16], a stationary BD
black hole with a nonsingular event horizon must satisfy
Einstein's equations, so that a black hole produced by
spherical BD Oppenheimer-Snyder
collapse must obey
the Schwarzschild solution once it settles down into a final
stationary state. We show this explicici tl y b y computing
t
the scalar invariant
~abed

~abed

(5.2)

which is equal to 48M r, for the Schwarzschild metric. We plot I/(48MTr, ) versus areal radius in Fig. 6
at several diferent times, for the collapse with ~ = 0.
As the outgoing pulse of gravitational radiation propinfinity, the black hole approaches the
Schwarzschild solution.
At t = 500MT (0), where we
choose to terminate our numerical integration, the quantity I/(48MT2r, ) is equal to unity with two parts in 10 .
Figures 7 and 8 show the apparent horizons and event
horizons of black holes resulting from BD OppenheimerSnyder collapse for diferent values of w. The event horizons are calculated by integrating outgoing null geodesics
backwards in time, starting just outside the apparent
horizon at t = 200M' (0). All such geodesics that are
sufficiently close to the event horizon at t = 200MT (0)
converge to the event horizon as they are followed backwards in time (they become null generators of the horizon). At ffnal equilibrium, both the event horizon and
apparent horizon lie at r, = 2MT, where the final tensor mass MT is less than its initial value MT (0) because

agates towards

—0. 004

—0.008
J
100
t. /M

200

(0)

FIG
IG. 4.
4 Ch
Change in tensor mass function Mz vs time for
Oppenheimer-Snyder
collapse, calculated at r = 80MT (0) using Eq. (1.2.64a) and shown for five values of cu.
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t=BB

120—

0+

P+

l

i

'

0 cj
0

[

49

.

/OM,

I

i

[

t= 163

(0)

80

~+
~+

'

0

FIG. 6. The Riemann invariant

I

t=204

40

r, /M, (0)

1.8

80

I in

1.85

1, 9
r /M, (0)

units of 48MTr, vs
areal radius
for Oppenheimer-Snyder
collapse with w = 0
and initial area radius R, = 10MT (0). One can see the outgo
ing pulse of radiation before the black holes settles down into
its stationary state. This state is the Schwarzschild solution,
for which M = MT and I/(48MTr, ) = l.

FIG. 8. Spacetime diagram showing location of event horizons of black holes resulting from Oppenheimer-Snyder
collapse with five different values of u. Horizons are plotted for,
from left to right,
2u = 3, 5, 10, 100, and 1000. Since
r, is the areal radius, the area of the event horizon is seen to
decrease at times during the collapse.

energy has been carried to infinity by gravitational radiation. As w —+ oo, one recovers the result of GR: because
the metric is Schwarzschild, the apparent and event horizons remain at r, = 2M@ = 2MT (0) = 2M once all
matter has fallen into the black hole.
Notice that Figs. 7 and 8 have two very unusual properties. First, the event horizon increases in areal radius
and then decreases as the black hole emits monopole radiation. This violates the famous area theorem, or second
law of black hole dynamics, due to Hawking [31], which
does not permit the surface area of an event horizon to
decrease over time. Second, during the time in which the
area of the event horizon decreases, the event horizon lies
inside the apparent horizon. This is more easily seen in
Fig. 9, in which the apparent horizons and event horizons
for three of the cases from Figs. 7 and 8 are shown on the
same plot. In other words, it possible for an observer to
penetrate the apparent horizon, determine that he is in

a region of trapped surfaces by shining a flashlight, and
then escape to infinity. This violates the well-known apparent horizon theorem of Hawking and Ellis [31], which
requires an apparent horizon to lie inside or coincide with

r„

3+

an event horizon.
According to our numerical results, the area theorem and the apparent horizon theorem are violated in
Oppenheimer Snyder co/l-apse for all values of u. This
violation occurs in vacuum, during the dynamical epoch
in which the black hole is radiating mass. To see why
this is possible, recall that most global black hole theorems, including the area and apparent horizon theorems,
assume the null energy condition (1.2). Using the metric (4. 1), we can evaluate the quantity R gl I, for the
radially outgoing null vector

(5.3)
which is obtained by summing the unit normal vector n
and the outgoing radial spatial unit vector. Using the
field equations (2.5) and (2.6), the metric (4. 1), and the
maximal slicing condition (4.2), we can write

R

sl l

=

—p+S"„+
(

T

3+ 2ld)

„24K"„

2II
AP

80—

AP

(5.4)
1.0

1.9

r, /M (0)

FIG. 7. Spacetime diagram showing location of apparent
horizons of black holes resulting from Oppenheimer-Snyder
collapse with five different values of u. Horizons are plotted
for, from left to right, 3+ 2w = 3, 5, 10, 100, and 1000.

Thus, it is possible for an observer near a collapsing object
to determine whether the collapse is governed by BD or GR.
Only in the former case can he live to tell friends outside the
black hole of his discovery.
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We note that even in /inearized Brans-Dicke theory,
the null energy condition is violated in vacuum whenever
the value of the scalar field dips below unity, independent
of w. We show this by inserting the weak-field relations
(I.2.45), (I.2.37), (I.2. 38), (I.2.46), and (I.2.49) into Eq.
(5.4) and working to first order in small quantities. We
obtain

120—

80

R~bl

2
1

f(t —r)

(5.5)

f is the function appearing in Eqs. (5.1).
The fact that Brans-Dicke spacetimes can violate the
area theorem and the apparent horizon theorem may
come as a surprise to some readers because in the Einstein
representation, Brans-Dicke theory in vacuum is simply
general relativity with a Klein-Gordon scalar field. In
this representation, the null energy condition (3.1) is always satisfied in vacuum for u & —2, as one can verify
from Eq. (2.9). Thus, if one works in the Einstein representation, one concludes that the area and apparent
where

1.99
r /M, (o)

1.98

FIG. 9. Spacetime diagram showing location of apparent
horizons (dotted lines) and event horizons (solid lines) of black
holes resulting from Oppenheimer-Snyder
collapse with three
diferent values of co, during the epoch in which the black holes
= 1000, the horizons are
emit monopole radiation. For 3+
located at r, slightly larger than 2M at late times because of
numerical errors in the initial data.

2'

S"„, S„, and T are matter variables defined in
Sec. II B of paper I, II and 4 are derivatives of the scalar
field P defined by Eqs. (I.2.27) and (I.2. 28), and K"„ is a
component of the extrinsic curvature. The first term in
Eq. (5.4) containing matter variables vanishes identically
in vacuum. The second term, the only one involving ~,
results from the stress-energy of the scalar field. This
term, which is what one would get from a Klein-Gordon

where p,

field in general relativity, is manifestly nonnegative for
w & 0. The final four terms result from the last two terms
in the field equation (2.6). These terms are not necessarily positive, and in fact they cause the null energy condition to be violated during Oppenheimer-Snyder
collapse.
This can be seen in Fig. 10, in which we plot B gl l versus time for five values of u. Notice that the time during
which B gl l
0 corresponds to the time during which
both the area theorem and apparent horizon theorem are
violated in Fig. 9.

(

horizon theorems must hold.
To see why this implies no contradiction, recall that
one transforms to the Einstein representation by multiplying the metric by Go/ and the stress-energy tensor by
at each point in spacetime while leaving the coGo/
ordinates invariant. Here Go is the arbitrary constant
appearing in Eqs. (2.7), which we set to unity. Because this conformal transformation changes neither the
coordinates of a given spacetime event nor the coordinate paths of light rays, it also does not acct whether a
particular light ray at a given location in spacetime will
escape to infinity or be pulled into the black hole. Therefore, the spacetime location of the event horizon is the
same whether calculated in the Einstein representation
or in the Brans-Dicke representation. However, the surface area of this event horizon will be different in the two
representations, because the area of an r =const surface
in the Einstein representation is P times the area of this
same r =const surface in the BD representation.
100

CO

0. 1

60—

0. 05

1.8

60

80
t/M, (o)

FIG. 10. The quantity R

100

in units of [Mz (0)j
at the
apparent horizon vs time, for the black holes shown in Fig. 7.
The null energy condition is violated where this quantity is

negative.

zl

/

r, /M, (o)

FIG. 11. Spacetime diagram showing location of the apparent horizon (dotted line), event horizon (solid line), and
unphysical Einstein representation apparent horizon (dashed
line) of the black hole resulting from Oppenheimer-Snyder
collapse with u = 0.
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that as measured in the Einstein representation, the area of the event horizon never decreases, in
agreement with Hawking's theorem.
We conclude that in the Einstein representation of the
theory, black holes in BD are the same as those in GR.
However, in the physical Brans-Dicke representation, dynamical black holes can behave quite differently than
their general relativistic counterparts.
we conclude

80—

B. Oppenheimer-Snyder
1.96

r, /M,

1.98
(O)

FIG. 12. Spacetime diagram shovring location of the unphysical Einstein representation apparent horizon for five values of &u. On the horizontal axis is the areal radius r, = P r,
as measured in the Einstein representation. Horizons are plotted for, from left to right, 3+2m = 3, 5, 10, 100, and 1000. For
3+ 2u = 1000 the horizon is located at P, slightly larger than
2M at late times because of numerical errors in the initial
data.
Unlike the event horizon, the apparent horizon depends
not only on the trajectories of light rays, but also on
how the area of a bundle of light rays changes in time.
Because of this dependence on area, there exist two distinct surfaces that may be called apparent horizons: the
physical apparent horizon that one calculates using the
Brans-Dicke representation and the unphysical apparent
horizon that one calculates using the Einstein representation. The equation describing the location of the physical
apparent horizon, derived in Sec. IIF of paper I, is
1

A„1
= — AK"„,
'"

A

—
2

maximal time slicing and the
spatially isotropic gauge. In contrast, the unphysical apparent horizon obeys
where we have assumed

collapse for u &

—2

For completeness,
we also examine OppenheimerSnyder collapse for negative values of ~. We begin with
an initially stationary uniform particle distribution with
tensor mass MT (0) and areal radius B, = IOM~(0). We
—2 because of numerical subtleties in
only consider u
handling spacetimes with —
2 & u & 0. These subtleties
stem from the singular behavior of the Brans-Dicke equations at u = —2.
As is the case with positive values of u, we find that
for negative ~ the collapse results in a black hole rather
than a naked singularity. In addition, the black hole approaches the Schwarzschild solution with constant scalar

(

at late times.
Since the scalar field couples negatively to matter, the
scalar mass, tensor mass, and active gravitational mass
now increme as the black hole radiates. Gravitational
wave forms are similar to those for the cu
0 cases, except
that the overall sign of the quantity P —1 has changed.
Figure 13 shows Ms [SOMT(0)] as a function of time for
five different negative values of w. The scalar mass is
initially negative, and then increases to zero as the black
hole reaches final equilibrium.
The apparent horizon, event horizon, and unphysical
Einstein representation apparent horizon for several collapse scenarios with negative w are shown in Fig. 14.
Notice that the apparent horizon is only inside the event

Geld

)

0.8

This equation can be obtained by the same method used
in paper I, with the substitution A
PA in Eq (I.2. 71)..
Both of these apparent horizons are shown in Fig. 11
for the case ~ = 0. The unphysical apparent horizon
always lies inside or coincides with the event horizon, in
agreement with the apparent horizon theorem, while the
physical apparent horizon crosses the event horizon. This
is because the null energy condition (3.1) in the Einstein
representation is satisfied, but the same condition (1.2)
in the Brans-Dicke representation is not.
In Fig. 12, we show the unphysical apparent horizons
of black holes with Gve different values of u, plotted in
terms of the areal radius r, = itii/zr, as measured in the
Einstein representation. The area of the unphysical apparent horizon never decreases, except for small numerical errors. Because the event horizon coincides with the
unphysical apparent horizon after t = 50MT(0) (Fig 11),

~

m04

100

150

200

t/MT(0)

FIG. 13. Scalar mass function Ms(r) versus time for Oppenheimer-Snyder
collapse, calculated at r = 80MT (0) from
Eq. (1.2.64.b) and shown for five values of u The quan. tity
JMs(r) is well defined and unique only for stationary systems,
so only the initial (negative) and final values of Ms(r) are
physically meaningful, and are equal to the scalar mass Mz.
The
. scalar mass is zero in the final state.
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VI. CONCLUSION
Using a new numerical
that Oppenheimer-Snyder

1PO—

code, we have demonstrated
collapse in Brans-Dicke theory results in black holes rather than naked singularities,
at least for [3+ 2w] 3. We have shown that dynamical
black holes in Brans-Dicke theory can behave quite differently than those in general relativity: because the null
energy condition (1.2) is violated even in vacuum spacetimes with positive values of u, the apparent horizon of a
black hole can pass outside the event horizon, and the surface area of the event horizon can decrease over time. For
non-negative w, this behavior occurs while the black hole,
soon after the initial collapse, is radiating its scalar mass
to infinity. If cu 0, the opposite behavior occurs: only
during a small time interval while the black hole radiates
is the event horizon located outside the apparent horizon and its surface area increasing. Once the black hole
reaches final equilibrium, the Brans-Dicke scalar field is
constant, and the spacetime metric is the Schwarzschild
solution. Thus, in the final stationary state, a spherical black hole in Brans-Dicke theory is indistinguishable
from those of general relativity.

)

2. 03

2. 01

(

FIG. 14. Spacetime diagram

showing location of apparent
horizons (dotted lines) event horizons (solid lines), and unphysical Einstein representation apparent horizons (dashed
collines) of black holes resulting from Oppenheimer-Snyder
lapse with three different values of u
0, during the epoch
in which the black holes emit monopole radiation.

(

horizon and the event horizon only increases in area for

a short time interval during the epoch in which the black
hole emits radiation. Furthermore, the unphysical Einstein representation apparent horizon is always outside
or coincident with the event horizon. This is opposite
to the case for positive u, because the Einstein representation null energy condition (3.1) is always violated in
——,and the Brans-Dicke representation
vacuum for u
null energy condition (1.2) is only satisfied in vacuum for
a short time while the black hole radiates mass.

(
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